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Driving the 
future of an 

inclusive 
region, 

together.



Events like ELNstudio 3D and the dialogue they 
create are few and far between despite the need 
for these conversations to take place. This event 
is about empowering emerging leaders to take 
the reins in shaping our future cities, and the 
communities they will inherit.

- Zabeen Hirji, Chair of CivicAction’s Escalator: Companies and Youth Moving Up In the World

Tim Hockey, Chair, CivicAction 
Leadership Foundation; President and 
CEO, TD Ameritrade 

Carolyn King, Former Elected Chief, 
Mississaugas of the New Credit First 
Nation and Zabeen Hirji.



In the fall of 2017, ELNstudio 3D brought 
together 150+ diverse rising leaders from across 
the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) 
to discover, decode and drive the future of an 
inclusive region. 

The following report outlines what took place 
and provides learnings and suggestions on how 
we can take these conversations forward to 
build an inclusive GTHA together. 
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Attendees at 
ELNstudio 3D 
represented a 
wide array of GTHA 
communities and 
sectors. 

34% of participants 
work in the not-for-
profit sector, 28% in the 
private sector, and 36% 
in the broader public 
sector.

There were 28 
speakers representing 
diverse communities, 
backgrounds and 
interests.

In a post-event 
survey:

82% of attendees felt 
that ELNstudio 3D 
provided the space 
to have meaningful 
conversations about 
inclusion in the GTHA.

82% felt that ELNstudio 
3D had a diversity of 
views represented 
throughout the day.

76% felt more 
accountable to 
champion inclusion in 
the work they do post-
event.

WHAT IS 
ELNSTUDIO 3D? 

For seven years, ELNstudio has been a flagship event of CivicAction’s Emerging 
Leaders Network (ELN), welcoming rising leaders to a one-day conference 
where they tackle regional challenges and collaborate on opportunities. Past 
ELNstudio events have focused on relevant city-building topics including 
public space, regional transportation and affordable housing. 

Held at the historic Ismaili Centre of Toronto, ELNstudio 3D focused on the 
topic of diversity and inclusion and how it impacts three key city-building 
issues: affordable housing, economic opportunity and the collection and 
sharing of information.

ELNstudio 3D set out to achieve the following 
objectives: 

1. To support rising leaders in understanding the 
current civic challenges facing our region through 
a diversity and inclusion lens.

2. To inspire the next generation of rising leaders 
to become stronger champions of inclusion and 
equity across our region.

3. To provide rising leaders with a platform 
to connect and contribute to important civic 
conversations and develop collaborative solutions 
that promote inclusive communities.
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WHAT THE DATA TELLS US
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In the months leading up to ELNstudio 3D, the CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation and Environics Research surveyed nearly 200 ELN members on 
the state of inclusion in our region and what inclusion means to help guide 
discussions at the event .* 

The data collected told us that if diversity is our strength, 
we aren’t measuring up. Here is a snapshot of what rising 
leaders had to say: 

On feeling included: 

48% often walk into a room and 
don’t see people who look like 
them. 

45% have directly experienced 
racism and/or discrimination in the 
last 12 months.

45% have had to change 
something about their identity in 
order to fit in. 

*Targeted outreach was made to the ELN and received a response of n=189. Since participation 
was voluntary, this is a convenience sample and is not reflective of the general population.

On key city-building issues: 

91% believe the opinions of some 
groups are more likely to be listened 
to than others when decisions are 
made in the GTHA. 

81% feel accountable for supporting 
communities other than their own.

Housing

70% doubt they’ll ever be able to 
afford a home in their city. 

61% of women are extremely 
concerned about access to 
affordable housing, compared to 
36% of men.

Economic Opportunity

41% of respondents believe that 
the next generation will have more 
opportunities. 

46% could not make ends meet 
for more than 3 months if they lost 
their job.

65% of men agreed that they could 
sustain their quality of life if they lost 
their job compared to 49% of women. 

Collection and access of 
information

81% believe collecting race-based data 
helps governments and institutions 
make more inclusive decisions.

78% believe negative stereotypes are 
perpetuated through local media.

Only 37% of respondents say that 
local news media report accurately on 
their community.



As a researcher, data from a study like 
this prompts me to wonder: if this is what 
emerging leaders are experiencing in their 
own communities, how far out of reach 
is the idea of inclusion for less fortunate 
residents of our region?

- Jodi Shanoff, Vice President - Consultation and Engagement, Environics Research
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DEFINING INCLUSION

1) A need for access and care for 
everyone

A region that caters to everyone, of all races, classes, ages and 
income levels and where everyone has access to safe housing 
and health care, as well as education, culture and community 
groups.

2) Access to housing, transit and 
employment opportunities

An inclusive GTHA would have a range of employment 
opportunities, housing options, and recreational and educational 
activities. It would celebrate ethnic and racial diversity, be 
accessible to people of all abilities and meet the needs of people 
of all ages.

3) Recognizing and recording all 
voices 

An inclusive GTHA would ensure that all voices are heard, 
understood and represented in an equal and fair way.

4) Participation in society regardless of 
differences

An inclusive GTHA is a place where everyone—regardless of race, 
ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, sex, etc.—feels they belong 
and have an equal chance at opportunities.

5) Decision-makers that mirror the 
community 

An inclusive GTHA would see leadership and decision-making 
that is reflective of the actual population served.

The data also helped define what rising 
leaders mean when they talk about 
inclusion. 
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MORNING PANEL:
THE ROAD TO INCLUSION

Armed with survey data and a shared goal of making our region truly inclusive, ELN members spent the day exploring the state of 
inclusion in the GTHA by hearing from thought leaders, community champions and peers. Take a look at the pictures here to see 
the highlights of the day.

The morning kicked off with a line-up of all-star speakers working in the diversity and inclusion space.  Attendees heard from 
diversity and inclusion champions who gave their take on Canada’s role as a leader in driving inclusion and the role rising leaders 
can and should play in moving this conversation forward. Panelists spoke on themes such as what inclusion means in practice, 
why inclusion matters now more than ever and what inclusive leadership looks like. 

Key Discoveries:  

1. Beyond the echo-chamber: Conversation around diversity and inclusion won’t change if we only continue to talk to those 
who already understand the need and urgency. 

2. Make it the norm: Strive for a point in time where diverse communities don’t need to ask to be included because they are 
already at the table. 

3. Everyone plays a role: In order for systemic change to take place, we must understand (in action and intent) that everyone 
plays a role in shaping a region that truly values diversity and fosters inclusion. 
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The Road to Inclusion Panel featuring Moderator Farah Nasser, @FarahNasser, Anchor, Global TV News; Olivia Nuamah, @olivianuamah, Executive Director, 
Pride Toronto; Michael Bach, @Diversity_Dude, Founder and CEO, Canadian Centre for Diversity and Inclusion; and Anna Klimbovskaia, @aklimbovskaia, 
Director of Research, RBC. 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/civicaction/albums/72157662361703258/with/38190702756/
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In the afternoon, attendees took part in breakout sessions focused on three key city-building topics. Using insights collected 
in the morning session, attendees attempted to break down these long-standing barriers to better understand how the issues 
affect GTHA residents and what opportunities exist for inclusive, coordinated and collaborative action in the region. Afternoon 
breakout sessions kicked off with panels that provided a cross-sectoral perspective on each of the topics. Panelists also brought 
important lived experiences to help ground and inform discussions.

DECODEDECODE

Session 1: Whose Story Is 
It Anyway? Decoding the 
Collection & Sharing of 
Information

This session provided an in-depth look 
at how information, news, stories and 
data play a role in inclusive decision-
making. While information can lift 
voices that are often silenced and lead 
to decisions that are inclusive, too 
often narratives that are told further 
marginalize communities and people. 
This session unpacked just how deeply 
information can impact lives.

Moderator: 

Justin Wiebe

@JustinWiebe
Capacity Building Specialist - Youth 
Opportunities Fund, Ontario Trillium 
Foundation; 2017 DiverseCity Fellow

Denise Balkissoon

@balkissoon
Assistant Editor - Features, The 
Globe and Mail; Editor-in-Chief and 
Co-Founder, Ethnic Aisle

Amira Elghawaby

@AmiraElghawaby
Journalist and Human Rights 
Advocate

Saadia Muzaffar
@ThisTechGirl
Founder, TechGirls Canada

Bianca Wylie

@biancawylie
Head, Open Data Institute Toronto

Session 2: Beyond Backyards 
& Balconies - Decoding 
Affordable Housing

This panel dove into how our current 
housing landscape impacts the vitality 
and prosperity of diverse communities 
across the GTHA. The conversation 
provided a cross-sectoral, inclusive 
look at the current GTHA housing 
landscape and provided a nuanced 
understanding of how this challenge 
plays out in different communities and 
amongst diverse demographics.

Moderator: 

Adrienne Batra 

@AdrienneBatra
Editor-in-Chief, Toronto Sun

Sharon Avery

@s2avery
Chief Executive Officer, Toronto 
Foundation

Pat Capponi
Order of Canada Recipient; Author; 
Co-chair, Toronto Police Board 
Mental Health Sub-Committee

Mark Farrell
Visual Artist, Touch of Gold Creative

Laurie Payne
@Diamond_Corp
Vice President of Development, 
Diamond Corp.

Session 3: Flipping the 
Coin - Decoding Economic 
Opportunity

Panelists looked at which groups of 
people face the greatest barriers to 
achieving economic prosperity, what 
these barriers are and innovative ways 
to address them. It also focused on the 
role of equal economic opportunity in 
building an inclusive future.

Moderator: 

Jodi Shanoff
@JShanoff
Vice President, Consultation and 
Engagement, Environics Research 
Group

Nadjib Alamyar

@WoodGreenDotOrg
Case Counsellor Specialist, 
WoodGreen Community Services

Zabeen Hirji

Chair, CivicAction’s Escalator: 
Companies and Youth Moving 
Up In the World; Board Member, 
CivicAction

Kofi Hope
@Kofi_Hope
Executive Director, CEE Centre for 
Young Black Professionals

Daniele Zanotti

@unitedwaytyr
President and CEO, United Way 
Toronto and York Region; Board 
Member, CivicAction



As a leader, I have experienced many successes 
and many setbacks. Being a leader can be a very 
lonely road traveled. I believe it is integral to 
bring leaders together to share knowledge and 
experiential learning. 

- Randell Adjei, Founder, R.I.S.E Edutainment

TOP IMAGE: Daniele Zanotti, Kofi Hope, Zabeen Hirji, Nadjib Alamyar, and Jodi Shanoff. MIDDLE IMAGE: Justin Wiebe, Bianca Wylie, Denise Balkissoon, Amira 
Elghawaby, and Saadia Muzaffar. BOTTOM IMAGE: Laurie Payne, Sharon Avery, Adrienne Batra, Mark Farrell, and Pat Capponi. 





Following the panel discussions, attendees participated in facilitated 
design-thinking workshops led by ThinkFresh Group focused on finding 
valuable approaches to fostering a more inclusive region. 

On the following pages, we uncover 
the five key themes that emerged at 
ELNstudio and propose recommended 
actions and examples to drive inclusion 
forward in the GTHA.

1. CREATE INCLUSIVE 
SPACES

Rising leaders surfaced the need to deliberately work to create more 
inclusive spaces. Common or shared environments, such as workplaces, 
can be transformed into empathetic and engaging spaces that welcome 
lived experience and where diversity is recognized, practiced and 
encouraged. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Develop a social contract amongst your 
colleagues. The contract could define the values and actions your team 
is comfortable upholding in various team meetings and sessions. This will 
support positive engagement of individuals, and bring light to actions and 
values that could impede the collective success of your team.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Administer a short survey to your staff team to 
determine the type of workplace that would best support their engagement 
at work. This could mean repurposing space for a meditation room or 
prayer space, or creating more quiet working zones. A safe and inclusive 
space can look different for different people, so don’t make assumptions 
- reach out to your colleagues to collectively determine what a safe space 
means for your workplace. 
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Several progressive organizations that are committed to fostering 
inclusion have published toolkits to support the creation of inclusive 
spaces. The 519 Community Centre has released the Creating 
Authentic Spaces toolkit to better support diverse gender identities 
and expressions in the workplace. The National Council of Canadian 
Muslims also has a guidebook for employers on how to make 
workplaces more inclusive for their Muslim employees. The guidebook 
provides information about not only the practices but also the history of 
the faith to ensure employees are informed and can better support one 
another. 

!

http://thinkfreshgroup.com/
https://hbr.org/2012/04/to-ensure-great-teamwork-start
http://www.the519.org/education-training/training-resources/trans-inclusion-matters/creating-authentic-spaces
http://www.the519.org/education-training/training-resources/trans-inclusion-matters/creating-authentic-spaces
https://www.nccm.ca/take-action/order-publications/
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Trust was identified as a key factor in driving a more inclusive region. 

Between communities and institutions, rising leaders see a disconnect 
between the work of institutions (large, stable organizations that hold deep 
influence and implications on the social order of a society) and the lived 
experiences of diverse communities. There is also a lack of trust between 
these groups. 

For example, 78% of ELN members feel that negative stereotypes are 
perpetuated throughout the local media and only 37% believe that local 
media represents their community accurately. 

Rising leaders also see the need for diverse communities to engage in 
dialogue and work together to gain a deeper understanding of their 
similarities and differences. By doing this, empathy and understanding can 
develop, as well as a desire for communities to support those different from 
their own.  

WHAT YOU CAN DO: When starting a new project, engage diverse 
stakeholders, community organizations or leaders who you wouldn’t normally 
connect with and ask for their insights and knowledge. You should also offer 
to compensate them meaningfully for their contributions and experiences.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: One way to address the lack of trust between 
community and our local news media is to urge media institutions to conduct 
a media audit. Write a letter to a media institution you follow urging them to 
publicly share the diversity make up of their organization. Or if you see an 
article you admire, write the author/editor letting them know why. If there’s an 
article you find problematic, write the author/editor and do the same!

2. FOSTER 
TRANSPARENCY 
AND TRUST

A recent study by the Diversity 
Institute at Ryerson University found 
that representation by racialized 
individuals in the media sector 
sits at only 4.8%. Visible minorities 
remain highly under-represented in 
positions such as columnists, subject 
matter experts, photographers, 
hosts and reporters. Considering 
that only 37% of ELN members 
feel that the news media reports 
accurately on their communities, 
this data tells us that there is a clear 
disconnect between the stories 
that make the front page and the 
communities facing the same issues 
in daily life. 

!



Each year, CivicAction’s DiverseCity Fellows program 
brings together a group of 25 diverse leaders from various 
sectors, communities and corners of the GTHA. To create 
a safe space that allows each Fellow to learn and thrive, 
time is spent at the beginning of each cohort to 
establish group boundaries and collectively 
define terms such as safe space, 
leadership, inclusion, privilege and bias. 
This ensures that all Fellows feel heard 
and included, and that all members can 
contribute to the conversation. 

3. INVESTIGATE 
AND QUESTION 
THE STATUS QUO

Questioning the status quo, the meanings behind the language we use and 
critically exploring the “whys” and “hows” around current practices and policies 
can help foster inclusion and innovation. 

For example, words such as “leadership”, “normal” and “privilege” aren’t always 
defined from a collective understanding but instead are accepted with pre-
determined connotations and meanings. Take time to understand the power 
of the words you use and the impact they have on those we interact with. 
Investigating and questioning our own biases and influences to determine 
what really colours our understanding of inclusion is equally as important.

WHAT YOU CAN DO: When planning events or hosting meetings on topics 
related to diversity or inclusion, look to your own network for help with crowd-
sourcing definitions instead of trying to define them yourself. Through this 
practice, you are making the statement that there is not a universal, objective 
definition for terms that are personal, triggering or loaded. 

Discover. Decode. Drive.
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!

http://leadership.civicaction.ca/diversecityfellows/


ELNstudio 3D attendees felt that systems (interconnected 
groups/organizations that work together to achieve a common purpose, for 
example, education, healthcare, or housing systems) should be accessible 
to everyone and provide all people with access to meaningful choices and 
opportunities. 

Attendees also recognize that there is a widening gap between those 
influencing the design and function of these systems and the individuals 
who are most directly impacted. To effectively address this, individuals from 
across all communities require a better understanding of how governing, 
policy and decision-making systems function and how we can better include 
more diverse leadership voices. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: The best way to change systems is to get involved.  
Join a board, volunteer for a steering committee, or support an issue-
focused organization you feel strongly about. There’s nothing like first-hand 
experience to better understand how governance operates and to see the 
complex factors that affect a sector you’re passionate about. Organizations 
such as DiverseCity onBoard provides a comprehensive registry of boards 
looking to recruit diverse talent from across the region. Check them out 
here.

WHAT YOU CAN DO:  Take the “panel pledge”. Initially coined by 
Elizabeth Broderick, Australia’s Sex Discrimination Commissioner, this 
pledge asks men or individuals in positions of privilege to only engage in 
panels or events that have strong diverse representation. You can even take 
this pledge a step further. When asked to participate at an event, consider 
passing the opportunity on to an individual with relevant expertise and 
experience that the organizers may not have exposure to. 

Discover. Decode. Drive.
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Muslim Youth Fellowship (MYF) 
is a newly launched leadership 
development program focusing 
on building the next generation of 
Muslim public servants. This year, 
the city of Toronto will support 
13 MYF Fellows to develop civic 
engagement skills and to inspire 
rising leaders to get politically 
engaged. This program is taking an 
innovative approach to diversifying 
leadership. 

!
Many influential leaders in the 
GTHA, including Toronto’s very 
own Mayor John Tory and Ontario’s 
Chief Digital Officer Hilary Hartley, 
have already taken similar pledges 
closer to home by committing 
to no longer take part in events/
panels that don’t showcase our 
region’s multi-faceted diversity. 

!

4. DIVERSIFY 
LEADERSHIP

http://diversecityonboard.ca/
https://apolitical.co/solution_article/australias-new-weapon-fighting-gender-inequality-male-ceos/?utm_source=Weekly+Briefing&utm_campaign=0275650f17-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_01_02&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_66f83a82bb-0275650f17-161748801
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/2017/12/22/i-want-to-have-a-say-muslim-youth-fellowship-at-toronto-city-hall-aims-to-break-down-barriers.html


Deep listening circles are a great way for diverse groups to share 
stories and better understand each other’s experiences. This involves 
providing the space for individuals to share a story of their choice that 
speaks to their context and lived experience. Observers are required 
to listen deeply through the lens of appreciative inquiry rather than 
responding with questions or probes. This approach was recently 
implemented by the Toronto Foundation and Toronto place-maker, 
and public engagement professional and author Jay Pitter. They catered 
to professionals working in housing policy and individuals with lived 
experience with Toronto Housing to share and learn from each other’s 
experiences. Deep listening brings forward nuances of complex issues, 
such as housing affordability, because it humanizes the problem and 
highlights intimate experiences that surface issues of inclusivity within a 
system.

5. PRIORITIZE LEARNING

68% of rising leaders believe that when people discriminate, it is due 
to ignorance. Attendees felt a process of self-education focused on 
understanding one’s own history, experiences and needs and, in turn, 
their own privileges, biases and influences, is required to drive inclusion. 
Participants pressed the importance of learning more about communities 
different from their own, particularly Indigenous issues and reconciliation 
as they move forward. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Plan a story telling event with members from 
community organizations that you admire. Each person can share a 
story that speak to their passions, interests and/or resilience. Story telling 
can be a meaningful tool to learn about the lived experiences of others. 
Stories are deeply personal and can highlight complexities in experiences 
that can’t necessarily be captured through data or more conventional 
approaches to knowledge sharing.
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4Rs Initiative is an Indigenous-facing organization that works to foster 
reconciliation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous communities 
across Canada through dialogue and the sharing of stories. They 
operate with the belief that in order for communities to understand 
the complexities of the Indigenous experience, cross-cultural dialogue 
needs to take place. It is their aim that through this process, the 4 R’s of 
Respect, Reciprocity, Reconciliation and Relevance can be achieved. The 
approach of cross-cultural dialogue to foster reconciliation holds great 
impact because it allows Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals to 
find intersections in their stories and once again uncovers the complex 
realities that indigenous people have and continue to face. 

!

!

It’s time for us 
to go beyond 
conversation 
to foster 
inclusion.

Let’s 
drive an 
inclusive 
GTHA, 
together.

Tweet 
us using 
#ELNstudio3D 
and let us 
know what 
first step you 
pledge to 
take to build a 
more inclusive 
region.

4. DIVERSIFY 
LEADERSHIP

https://torontofoundation.ca/
http://www.jaypitter.com/
http://4rsyouth.ca/


There is no doubt, Toronto is a leader when it 
comes to diversity but we still have a long way to 
go when it comes to inclusion in leadership roles.  
Championing future decision makers that will shape 
our city is not only an interesting idea, it’s a much 
needed solution. 

- Farah Nasser, Anchor, Global TV News



HOW CIVICACTION IS 
DRIVING INCLUSION

For over 14 years, CivicAction has been dedicated to building strong, livable, 
and inclusive cities. In order to do this work, we continue to place inclusion at 
the centre of our model.

How? We operate with the conviction that everyone has a role to play in our 
region’s success. Every four years, we hold a summit to reset our priorities 
and areas of focus, gathering input, insight, and ideas from individuals who 
bring lived experience from their different sectors and communities. We set 
new goals and timelines to act, and crowdsource what success looks like from 
the many people and groups we work with and support. 

But driving an inclusive region takes more than collaboratively discussing city 
building challenges. The issues that we help address impact real people in 
very real ways and must be addressed strategically with a sense of urgency.

We also recognize that diversity is multi-faceted and that identities and 
experiences are complex, nuanced and intersectional. Which is why we make 
a concerted effort to engage voices and stories that are unfortunately seldom 
heard.

This value is embedded through the CivicAction Leadership Foundation. 
Built on the belief that there is nothing more important to the future of our 
communities than preparing those who will lead them, the Foundation makes 
an intentional effort to open minds, open doors, and cultivate strong peer 
networks to ensure that our leadership pipeline is reflective of the vibrant 
diversity within our region. Programs like the DiverseCity Fellows program 
and the Emerging Leaders Network provide exposure and opportunities to a 
wide range of diverse and thoughtful voices from all sectors, backgrounds and 
communities. Both DiverseCity Fellows and the Emerging Leaders Network 
aim to develop, support and connect diverse rising leaders so that they have 
the skills, tools and know-how to take on future leadership roles.
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OUR 
COMMITMENT
GOING 
FORWARD 

We take pride in 
our model and the 
impact we’ve had 
to date, but we also 
know that there is 
still a tremendous 
amount of work to 
be done. 

While the discussions at ELNstudio 
3D provided a unique starting 
point for emerging leaders to come 
together and discover, decode and 
drive what inclusion looks like, a 
more inclusive GTHA will not take 
shape overnight. However, it CAN 
start to form through dedicated 
action. 

Through the CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation, we hope to deepen 
our impact in the days ahead and 
accelerate our efforts to drive 
inclusion. 

ELNstudio 3D was the start of an 
ongoing series of conversations 
that the ELN will facilitate in 
the months ahead and we are 
committed to moving this work 
forward through dialogue and 
action, continuing to engage 
diverse voices in city-building 
conversations, re-shaping 
narratives, and continuing to 
foster safe spaces. 
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Richard Sookraj Policy and 
Government Relations Assistant

Howard Tam Principal, 
Thinkfresh Group

Keynotes and Honorary 
Speakers

Throughout the day attendees 
had the opportunity to hear 
from, and interact with, a variety 
of incredible people outside of 
the sessions and panels. 

Randell Adjei Founder, R.I.S.E 
Edutainment

Hibaq Gelle Policy and Program 
Analyst, Ministry of Children and 
Youth Services

Tim Hockey Chair, CivicAction 
Leadership Foundation; 
President and CEO, TD 
Ameritrade

Carolyn King Former Elected 
Chief, Mississaugas of the New 
Credit First Nation

Mark Strong Morning Show 
Host, G87FM Radio; In Arena 
Host, Toronto Raptors

ELNstudio 3D Project 
Team and CivicAction 
Staff:

Thank you to CivicAction 
and CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation staff who were all 
hands on deck when it came 
to executing an inspiring day. 
Special recognition to the 
ELNstudio 3D planning team.

In addition to 
the panelists 
mentioned 
throughout this 
report, thank 
you to all those 
who made 
ELNstudio 3D 
happen.

ELNstudio 3D 
Advisory Committee

Luke Anderson Founder, 
Stop Gap Foundation

Idil Burale Associate, MaRS 
Solutions Lab

Aaron Glynwilliams 

Manager, Government Affairs 
and Stakeholder Relations, 
GTAA

Dianne Hill Student, UofT

Jamil Jivani Law Professor, 
Osgoode Hall Law School

Terri-Lynn Langdon 
Therapist, Advocate for 
Persons with Disabilities

Sarah Park Manager of 
Strategic Communications, 
Anti-Racism Directorate – 
Government of Ontario

Pramilla Ramdahani 

Executive Director, 
Community Innovation Lab

Alexandra Biron Program and 
Events Coordinator 

Brooke Downey Chief of Staff to 
the CEO

Sarah Harris Senior Director, 
Integrated Communications and 
Public Affairs

Toota Hassanien Program 
Manager, Emerging Leaders 
Network 

Magda Hjartarson Director, 
Partnerships and Development

Jeff Junke Communications 
Manager

Jelena Lazarević 
Communications Advisor

Sevaun Palvetzian Chief 
Executive Officer

Jodie Rawn Managing Director, 
CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation

Seher Shafiq Program Manager, 
DiverseCity Fellows 

2016-2017 ELN Executive 
Members: 

Ryan Freeman 2016 ELN 
Executive, Associate Director of 
Partnerships at Yelp WiFi

Sumeeta Kapur Chief of Staff, 
Infrastructure Ontario

Imanzi Kayitare Advisor, 
Employment and Social 
Development Canada

Arjun Lombardi-Singh  

Corporate Communications 
Manager, Personal & 
Commercial Banking, RBC

Jason Maghanoy 2016 ELN 
Executive, Director of Sales 
Strategy and Partnerships at 
NOW Magazine.

Lana Majid Senior Public Health 
Advisor, Ontario Ministry of 
Health and Long-Term Care

Matt McNama Corporate 
Communications Manager, 
Tourism Toronto

Elisha Muskat 2016-2017 ELN 
Co-Chair; Executive Director, 
Peacebuilders International 
(Canada)

Nima Ranawana Public Affairs 
Specialist, Ontario Securities 
Commission

Abhishek Sarathy Senior 
Manager, Creative Services, Sun 
Life Financial Canada

Carley Smith DeBenedictis 

Senior Communications 
Advisor, Media Relations, City of 
Mississauga

Richard Wiltshire 2016-2017 
ELN Co-Chair; Regional Sales 
Manager, Sales Solutions, 
LinkedIn Canada; 2011 
DiverseCity Fellow



“Inclusion in Action” 
Marketplace

During lunch, innovative 
organizations doing real work 
to build inclusion across our 
region were showcased. Thanks 
to our event sponsor, Provincial 
Building and Construction 
Trades Council of Ontario, for 
helping bring our marketplace 
to life. 

ELNstudio 3D 
Supporters:

ELNstudio 3D is brought to you 
by the CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation and the Emerging 
Leaders Network. 

Special thank you to our 
event sponsors: 

Thank you to our event host:

Thank you to our in-kind 

partners:

Discover. Decode. Drive.
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Leadership Friends 
Cam Fowler
LinkedIn Canada and the Silicon 

Valley Foundation 
Provincial Building and 
Construction Trades Council of 
Ontario

TorQuest Partners

Leadership Contributors
Members of the Emerging 

Leaders Network and 
DiverseCity Fellows Alumni

City of Toronto
Kilmer Van Nostrand Ltd.
Stikeman Elliott LLP  

Leadership Patrons

CivicAction acknowledges the 
following long time partners 
for their efforts in helping our 
leadership programs grow:

BMO
Helen Burstyn and David Pecaut
KPMG
Manulife
RBC
TD

In-Kind Supporters

Allied Reit
Bespoke AV
Canadian Race Relations 

Foundation
Canadian Club of Toronto
Canadian Urban Institute
Centre for Social Innovation
Cision
Empire Club of Canada
Hamilton Chamber of 

Commerce
Ismaili Centre
MaRS Discovery District
NextGenLeaders
NOW Magazine
Padulo X
Spacing
SteamWhistle
TorStar Corporation
Uber
University of Toronto

To see some of the great 
companies and organizations 
who make the work of 
CivicAction possible, click here.

CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation Supporters: 

The CivicAction Leadership 
Foundation is a charitable 
organization. We gratefully 
acknowledge the following 
donors for their generosity and 
commitment to cultivating and 
developing the next generation 
of civic leaders in the Greater 
Toronto and Hamilton Area.

Leadership Founders 
(Mulit-year Commitment)

Legacy Champion 
BMO 
 
Founders Circle

Ed and Fran Clark
The Peter Gilgan Foundation
Newton Glassman Charitable 

Foundation
Tim and Lana Hockey
Joe Natale and Melissa Martin 

Founding Members

Jon and Nancy Love Fund at 
Toronto Foundation

Metcalf Foundation
TD Bank

Founding Friends 

Barb Hackett and John Tory
Manulife
Oxford Properties Group
Rod and Lydia Phillips 
Aaron Regent 
Som and Kerry Seif

Founding Contributors 

Aaron Bennett and Karen Chu

Jarislowsky Fraser Partners 
Foundation

Salima Rawji and Michael 
Simone

Leadership Partners

Leadership Champions 
RBC  

Leadership Builders 
EY
Goldman Sachs Canada
IBM Canada Ltd.
Andy and Valerie Pringle
TELUS 

http://www.civicaction.ca/partners/


Stay connected with the ELN
and help us build a truly

inclusive region at
leadership.civicaction.ca/eln.

Discover, decode, 
and drive a more 
inclusive region.


